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ABSTRACT 
 
Objective:  
We hypothesized that high frequency oscillations (HFOs) with irregular amplitude and 
frequency more specifically reflect epileptogenicity than HFOs with stable amplitude and 
frequency. 
Methods: 
We developed a fully automatic algorithm to detect HFOs and classify them based on 
their morphology, with types defined according to regularity in amplitude and frequency: 
type 1 with regular amplitude and frequency; type 2 with irregular amplitude, which could 
result from filtering of sharp spikes; type 3 with irregular frequency; and type 4 with 
irregular amplitude and frequency. We investigated the association of different HFO types 
with the seizure onset zone (SOZ), resected area and surgical outcome. 
Results: 
HFO rates of all types were significantly higher inside the SOZ than outside. HFO types 
1 and 2 were strongly correlated to each other and showed the highest rates among all 
HFOs. Their occurrence was highly associated with the SOZ, resected area and surgical 
outcome. The automatic detection emulated visual markings with 93% true positives and 
57% false detections. 
Conclusions: 
HFO types 1 and 2 similarly reflect epileptogenicity. 
Significance: 
For clinical application, it may not be necessary to separate real HFOs from “false 
oscillations” produced by the filter effect of sharp spikes. Also for automatically detected 
HFOs, surgical outcome is better when locations with higher HFO rates are included in the 
resection.  
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HIGHLIGHTS 
• We developed a fully automatic algorithm to detect and classify HFOs based on 
their morphological appearance 
• Epileptogenicity is similarly reflected by HFOs with regular and HFOs with irregular 
amplitude 
• It seems not to be necessary to separate real HFOs from “false oscillations” 
produced by the filter effect of sharp spikes 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In many patients with therapy-refractory focal epilepsy, surgical resection of the 
epileptogenic zone represents the therapeutic option of choice. Currently, the identification 
of the seizure onset zone (SOZ) is used for delineating the epileptogenic zone (Rosenow 
and Lüders, 2001). Over the last years, high frequency oscillations (HFOs) have been 
proposed as a novel indicatorfor the epileptogenic zone (Jacobs et al., 2012; Urrestarazu 
et al., 2007; Zijlmans et al., 2012). HFOs are defined as spontaneous EEG patterns in the 
frequency range between 80-500 Hz, consisting of at least four oscillations that clearly 
stand out of the background activity (Jacobs et al., 2012). Interictal HFOs proved to be 
more specific in localizing the SOZ than spikes (Jacobs et al., 2008) and have shown a 
good correlation with the postsurgical outcome in epilepsy patients (Akiyama et al., 2011; 
Jacobs et al., 2010; van 't Klooster et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2010). 
HFOs are differentiated into “ripples” (80-250 Hz) and “fast ripples” (FRs, 250-500 Hz) 
(Bragin et al., 1999). FRs are considered more specific for epileptogenicity because of 
their close relation to the SOZ (Engel et al., 2009). Ripples were shown to be a less 
specific marker of the epileptogenic zone than FRs regarding the surgical outcome 
(Akiyama et al., 2011; van 't Klooster et al., 2015). This is best explained by the fact that 
there are not only epileptic and hence pathological ripples, but also spontaneous 
physiological ripples generated by the healthy brain. It was shown that the hippocampus 
generates ripples associated with memory consolidation during sleep and rest (Girardeau 
and Zugaro, 2011). Spontaneous ripples were additionally found in the human visual 
cortex and the paracentral areas (Nagasawa et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013).There are 
several reports of HFO induction in the human visual cortex (Kucewicz et al., 2014; 
Matsumoto et al., 2013), the auditory cortex (Edwards et al., 2005), the motor cortex 
(Darvas et al., 2010) and the language areas (Sinai et al., 2005). Event-related FRs can 
be recorded in humans during median nerve stimulation (Maegaki et al., 2000) or during 
cognitive processing (Kucewicz et al., 2014). Consequently, most clinical studies on 
ripples probably analyzed a mixture of physiological and pathological HFOs. Moreover, 
usually only the rates of HFOs are considered important for localizing epileptogenic areas.  
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There are several reports on the separation of pathological and physiological HFOs. 
Matsumoto et al. (2013) recorded event-related physiological HFOs in specific neocortical 
areas, induced by sensory stimulation or by motor tasks and compared them with 
spontaneous presumably pathological HFOs recorded from the SOZ. The authors 
parameterized each HFO according to the spectral amplitude, frequency and duration and 
then classified both types of HFOs using these parameters with a support vector machine. 
Pathological HFOs in the SOZ were highly distinguishable from physiologically-induced 
HFOs in the defined feature space. Although the data provided a statistical difference 
between the two groups of HFO, they did not assist in the classification of an individual 
HFO because of the large overlap between the groups.  
Another approach based on the association of HFOs with slow waves during sleep is 
presented in Frauscher et al. (2015). Frauscher and co-authors showed an increased 
facilitation of epileptic HFOs during high amplitude slow waves. Interestingly, they found 
that HFOs inside the SOZ coupled differently to the slow wave than HFOs in presumably 
normal channels. This difference in coupling was confirmed in a recent study in 45 
patients (Von Ellenrieder et al., in submission). 
One possible approach to separate pathological and physiological HFOs would be to 
consider the different types of HFOs. Wang et al. (2013) classified ripples according to 
their presence with interictal epileptiform discharges (IED). The authors hypothesized that 
because IEDs are not normal physiologic events, HFOs occurring simultaneously with 
IEDs are assumed to be more specific for epileptogenicity. The authors showed that 
ripples superimposed on IEDs precisely marked the SOZ. In contrast, ripples independent 
of IEDs did not correlate with the SOZ.  
Another approach based on the background activity was presented in Kerber et al. 
(2014) . The authors showed that resection of areas with ripples occurring in a flat 
background activity correlates with a good postsurgical outcome, whereas resection of 
areas generating ripples in a continuously oscillating background did not show an 
association with the surgical outcome.  
Melani et al. (2013) investigated continuous high frequency activity in the ripple band. 
They observed this high frequency activity in channels outside the SOZ or a lesion, most 
exclusively in the hippocampus and occipital cortex. The authors concluded that the high 
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frequency activity they had described is of physiological nature and independent of 
epileptogenicity.  
In this study we aimed 1) to define different types of HFOs based on their morphological 
appearance, and 2) to investigate whether the respective types have a different 
association with the SOZ, resected area and surgical outcome. We hypothesized that 
HFOs with irregular amplitude and frequency might more specifically reflect 
epileptogenicity than HFOs with stable amplitude and frequency. This reflects our clinical 
experience where we see regular HFOs also in physiological areas and irregular HFOs co-
occur with spikes or with FRs, which are associated with pathological areas. To perform 
this analysis in a standardized way, we developed a fully automatic algorithm to detect 
and classify HFOs. 
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2. PATIENTS AND METHODS 
 
2.1 Patient datasets 
 
We used three different datasets. Table 1 describes each dataset in detail.  
Dataset 1 was used to define different types of HFOs based on their morphological 
appearance. This dataset only consisted of channels inside the SOZ of 20 patients with 
medically intractable uni- or bilateral mesiotemporal lobe epilepsy, who underwent depth 
electrode implantation (electrodes either manufactured on site (9 contacts, 0.5 - 1 mm in 
length and separated by 5 mm) or commercially available (5 - 18 contacts, 2 mm in length, 
separated by 1.5 mm, DIXI Medical, France)) at the Montreal Neurological Institute and 
Hospital. The intracranial EEG (iEEG) was recorded with the Harmonie EEG system 
(Stellate, Montreal, Canada), with a low-pass filter of 500 Hz and a sampling rate of 2000 
Hz. For each patient, a five-minute NREM sleep segment in one channel located in the 
SOZ was analyzed (Frauscher et al., in preparation). 
Dataset 2 was used for the validation of the automatic HFO detector. This dataset was 
used before for the comparison of different HFO detectors (Zelmann et al., 2012). 
Nineteen patients with intractable epilepsy were implanted and recorded in the same way 
as Dataset 1. The Dataset 2 consisted of 19 one-minute sections, each with 10-39 
channels, for a total of 373 channels. This dataset includes channels from inside and 
outside of the SOZ. 
Dataset 3 was used for investigating whether the different HFO types have a specific 
association with the SOZ, resected area and surgical outcome. This dataset was used 
before for evaluating the impact of removing HFO-generating tissue on surgical outcome 
(Haegelen et al., 2013). Thirty patients with intractable epilepsy were implanted and 
recorded in the same way as Datasets 1 and 2. Information about the SOZ, resected area 
and surgical outcome (with a postoperative follow-up of at least 9 months) was known. 
The dataset 3 consisted of 1355 channels, from which 248 were in the SOZ (1107 outside) 
and 347 in the resected area (1008 outside). We analyzed intervals of iEEG of five-minute 
length. According to the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) classification 
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(Wieser et al., 2001), 15 patients had a good outcome (ILAE 1-3), and 15 had a poor 
outcome (ILAE 4-6). 
Regarding the patient groups, there is a partial overlap between Datasets 1-3. We used 
recordings from total of 50 patients, and 15 of them were used more than once.  Surgical 
decision was based on clinical information in combination with results of neuroimaging, 
identified SOZ in iEEG investigation and presence of eloquent cortex. Rates of interictal 
HFOs were not considered in the decision making process. 
 
2.2 Visual definition of types of HFOs 
 
The visual marking of HFOs was performed in the Stellate viewer by splitting the screen 
vertically, resulting in raw iEEG on the left side and 80 Hz high-pass filtered iEEG on the 
right side of the screen with time resolution of 0.6 sec across the monitor. For the marking, 
the filtered signal on the right side was considered, the unfiltered signal on the left served 
only for the differentiation from artifacts. Different from the original analysis (Jacobs et al., 
2009), we visualized only one channel. 
The detected HFOs were then visually reviewed by three experts (SB, BF, JG) on 
Dataset 1. Visual analysis based on regularity in amplitude and frequency of the filtered 
signal >80 Hz revealed four different types of HFO (Figure 1, Supplementary Figure S1). 
Type 1 HFOs (Figure 1, panel (1 A-C)) are regular HFOs, with regular amplitude and 
frequency (Figure 1, panel (1 B)). 
Type 2 HFOs (Figure 1, panel (2, 3 A-C)) are HFOs with irregular amplitude and one 
outstanding peak and with regular frequency (Figure 1, panel (2,3 B). After visual review of 
raw data, we assumed that this peak could be a result of filtering of the sharp components 
of the IED (Benar et al., 2010) (Figure 1 panel 2 A-C), but it could also reflect true ripple 
activity. Type 2 HFOs do not necessary co-occur with an IED (Figure 1 panel 3 A-C).  
Type 3 HFOs (Figure 1, panel (4 A-C)) are HFOs with regular amplitude but  irregular 
frequency (Figure 1, panel (4 B)). After visual review of filtered (>80 Hz) data, we 
observed ripples with varying frequency (Figure 1, panel 4 B). Many HFOs of this type 
have components in a wide frequency range, i.e. ripple and FR (Figure 1, panel 4 C) co-
occurrence. This latter type is also in line with the literature where it was shown that the 
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majority of FRs (68-91%) is superimposed with ripples (Urrestarazu et al., 2007; Wang et 
al., 2013).  
Type 4 HFOs (Figure 1, panel (5 A-C)) are HFOs with irregular amplitude and 
frequency (Figure 1, panel (5 B). This type is a combination of type 2 HFO and a FR. Type 
4 HFOs can be a wide-frequency (80-500Hz) filtering effect of a sharp component of an 
IED. 
Because of the previous clinical experience, we hypothesized that type 1 HFOs with 
regular amplitude and frequency was more physiological, as we observed them also in 
physiological areas (Nagasawa et al., 2012). Additionally, type 2 HFOs with irregular 
amplitude often co-occurred with spikes and, because of the spike pathological nature, we 
expected type 2 HFOs to be more pathological (Wang et al., 2013). Type 3 and type 4 
HFOs included a FR, which was shown to be a very specific indicator of epileptogenicity 
(van 't Klooster et al., 2015). Therefore, types 3 and 4 HFOs were thought to be 
associated with pathological activity. 
 
2.3 Automatic detector 
 
In the automatic detection stage, we detected events in a similar way as the visual 
reviewer. We adapted the automatic detector from (Burnos et al., 2014) and used Dataset 
2 with 373 channels for training and testing the detector. Similar to (Zelmann et al., 2012), 
we randomly chose 20% (76) of channels for training, resulting in 297 channels for 
evaluating the detector performance. The automatic detector consists of two steps – the 
baseline detector and the detector of HFOs. 
 
2.3.1 Band-pass filters 
 
The automatic detector separately identified ripples and FRs. For the detection of 
ripples, the iEEG was band-pass filtered (80-250 Hz) using a FIR equiripple filter (fStop1 = 
70 Hz, fPass1 = 80Hz, fPass2 = 240 Hz, fStop2 = 250 Hz, stopband attenuation = -60 dB). 
For the detection of FRs, the iEEG was band-pass filtered (250-500 Hz) using a FIR 
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equiripple filter (fStop1 = 240 Hz, fPass1 = 250Hz, fPass2 = 490 Hz, fStop2 = 500 Hz, 
stopband attenuation = -60 dB). 
 
2.3.2 Baseline detection 
 
We defined the baseline as segments of iEEG with no oscillatory activity of any kind. 
The baseline detector is similar to (Zelmann et al., 2010), which is based on wavelet 
entropy (Rosso et al., 2001). We used entropy based on the Stockwell-transform 
(Stockwell et al., 1996), which measures the degree of randomness (vs. oscillatory 
activity) in the signal. The maximum theoretical Stockwell entropy (SEmax) is obtained for 
white noise, when contributions at all frequency ranges are equal. We considered a 
segment as a baseline (i.e. no oscillation present) when the Stockwell entropy was larger 
than 90% of the SEmax.  
 
2.3.3 HFO detection 
 
In the step of HFO detection, we detected HFOs based on the amplitude of the filtered 
signal. We calculated the envelope using the Hilbert transform (Burnos et al., 2014; 
Crepon et al., 2010). An event was marked when the envelope exceeded a threshold 
(Gardner et al., 2007; Staba et al., 2002). The threshold was defined as a percentile of the 
cumulative distribution of the amplitude of the Hilbert envelope taken for baseline 
segments (ThrHilbEnv, same for ripple and FR detection). This and the following 
procedure is different from (Burnos et al., 2014).The duration of the event was defined as 
the interval between upward and downward crossing of 0.5*threshold. If its duration 
exceeded 20 ms for ripples and 10 ms for FRs, this event was qualified as an HFO. We 
merged HFOs with an inter-event-interval of less than 10 ms into one single HFO. HFOs 
not having a minimum of 6 consecutive peaks (band-passed signal rectified >0 V) greater 
than a threshold were rejected. The threshold was chosen at a percentile of the 
cumulative distribution of the band-passed signal for baseline segments (ThrFiltRipple and 
ThrFiltFR, different for ripple and FR detection). 
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2.3.4 Parameter optimization 
 
The HFO detection step was optimized to maximize sensitivity with respect to visual 
markings. All detected HFOs outside of any visual marking were assumed as wrong 
detections. With respect to that, we followed (Zelmann et al., 2012) and calculated the 
True Positive Rate (TPR) as the number of HFOs detected visually and automatically 
divided by the total number of visually detected HFOs. We calculated the False Detection 
Rate (FDR) as the number of automatically detected HFOs that are outside any visually 
marked HFO event divided by the total number of automatically detected HFOs. We 
optimized three thresholds ThrHilbEnv, ThrFiltRipple and ThrFiltFR. 
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves measure the performance of the 
detector when varying these three thresholds and were used for the evaluation of the 
detector. The parameters, which gives the TPR=1 and FDR=0 (top left corner), represent 
the perfect decision maker.  
 
2.4 Automatic HFO classifier 
 
In the automatic classification stage, we separated detected HFOs into four types, 
similar to those defined for visual review.  
We checked the HFO for irregularity in amplitude. We compared the global maximum of 
the filtered HFO event (>80 Hz) to the nearest local maxima. We defined the ratio between 
global and local maxima as the threshold to differentiate type 1 HFOs with regular 
amplitude and type 2 HFOs with irregular amplitude. After training, the optimum threshold 
was set to 2. 
In order to assess irregularity in frequency, we checked if an automatically detected FR 
occurred in the time interval of the HFO. We defined type 3 HFOs as HFOs occurring 
simultaneously with a FR. 
An HFO with both irregular amplitude and frequency was classified as type 4. 
For the training of the classifier, we used 5 patients from Dataset 1. We used another 
15 patients from Dataset 1 for validation of the classifier. The first 50 HFOs in each patient 
were visually classified by an expert (BF), who was blind to the automatic classification 
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results. In three patients we identified only 29, 32 and 41 HFOs in the 5-minute recordings. 
The agreement between the viewer and the classifier was calculated based on the four 
types of HFOs. 
 
2.5 Analysis of Dataset 3 
 
We finally applied the optimized automatic detector and classifier on Dataset 3. We 
calculated the rates of HFOs together with rates of HFOs of each type for all channels. We 
compared rates of HFOs of each type in channels inside and outside the SOZ and the 
resected area. Additionally, we tested whether the surgical resection of channels carrying 
HFOs of each type was correlated with a good postsurgical outcome and, conversely, 
whether a non-resection of the HFO channels resulted in poor postsurgical outcome. If not 
stated otherwise, the rates are presented in median [range] HFOs/min. 
 
2.6 Statistical analysis 
 
We used the Wilcoxon rank sum test to compare rates of HFOs of each type in 
channels inside versus outside the SOZ and in channels inside versus outside the 
resected area. We also calculated the ratio between rates of HFOs of each type in 
resected (Res) and non-resected (nonRes) channels, using the following formula 
(Haegelen et al., 2013): [𝑅𝑅�𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)− 𝑅𝑅�𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)] [𝑅𝑅�𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅) + 𝑅𝑅�𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)]⁄ , 
where 𝑅𝑅� is the mean rate of an event (ev, HFO type 1-4). A ratio of +1 indicates that the 
HFO generating areas have been completely resected. A ratio of -1 indicates that no HFO 
generating area has been resected. 
We used the Wilcoxon rank sum test to compare the ratios of events between patients 
with a good and poor outcome. We expect that ratios would be close to +1 in patients with 
a good outcome and close to -1 in patients with a poor outcome The Spearman’s rho was 
used to explore correlations between rates of HFOs of different types in channels inside 
the SOZ. Statistical significance was established for p<0.05. All statistics were corrected 
for multiple comparisons by the Bonferroni-Holm method. 
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3. RESULTS 
 
3.1 Accuracy of the detector 
 
The accuracy of the detector in emulating visual marking was determined in Dataset 2. 
We used this dataset because it was already used to compare different HFO detectors 
(Zelmann et al., 2012). With optimal parameter settings we obtained TPR = 77±30% and 
FDR = 28±27%, which were closest to the left top corner of the ROC-plot. However, we 
preferred to choose parameters such that TPR = 93±15% [95% confidence interval 91-
95%] and FDR = 58±27% [55-60%], so that the TPR was comparable to the MNI detector 
(Zelmann et al., 2012) and more events were available for subsequent analysis. 
The visual and the automatic classification into HFO types agreed well, with an inter-
rater reliability of mean 79%, median [range] 82% [54-96]% in Dataset 1 (N=15 patients).  
 
3.2 HFO types and the SOZ 
 
Dataset 3 has been used previously to evaluate the impact of removing the HFO-
generating tissue on surgical outcome (Haegelen et al., 2013). We aimed to replicate this 
analysis by the automatic detection and by differentiating between HFO types. In Dataset 
3 we found 115884 HFOs, from which 85525 (74%) were type 1 HFOs, 20074 (17%) type 
2 HFOs, 2969 (3%) type 3 HFOs and 7316 (6%) type 4 HFOs. When analyzing all HFOs 
together, the rates were significantly higher inside the SOZ than outside the SOZ: 25.6 [0–
204.4] vs. 2.8 [0-191.6] HFOs/min, p<0.001. 
In the separate analysis of HFO types (Figure 2), the rates of HFO of each type were 
significantly higher inside the SOZ than outside the SOZ. For type 1 HFOs, rates were 
17.7 [0-187.4] vs. 2 [0-173.4] HFOs/min; type 2 – 3.9 [0-63] vs. 0.2 [0-55] HFOs/min; type 
3 – 0.4 [0-18.4] vs. 0 [0-9] HFOs/min; and type 4 – 0.4 [0-27.2] vs. 0 [0-53.8] HFOs/min; all 
p<0.001. The rates of type 3 and type 4 HFOs were very low and we excluded these two 
HFO types from further analysis. 
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Additionally, we calculated the correlation between rates of different HFO types across 
channels inside the SOZ. Figure 3 shows the correlation between rates of HFOs types 1 
and 2 across channels in the SOZ. We found a high correlation between all HFO types 
(correlation type 1 and type 2 – Spearman’s rho=0.85; type 1-3 rho=0.69; type 1-4 
rho=0.55; type 2-3 rho=0.74; type 2-4 rho=0.69; type 3-4 rho=0.84, all p<0.001). For 
illustration see Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 1. 
 
3.3 HFO types and the surgical resection 
 
Figure 4 shows results of the comparison of HFOs rates of each type against the 
resected area in Dataset 3. When analyzing all HFOs together, the rates were significantly 
higher inside the resected area than outside: 7 [0–158.4] vs. 3.6 [0-204.4] HFOs/min, 
p<0.001. 
Also in the separate analysis of HFO types, the rates of HFO of each type were 
significantly higher inside the resected area than outside. For type 1 HFOs, rates were 5 
[0-127.6] vs. 2.6 [0-187.4] HFOs/min, p<0.001. For type 2 HFOs, rates were 0.8 [0-51.4] 
vs. 0.4 [0-63] HFOs/min, p<0.001. 
 
3.4 HFOs and the surgical outcome 
 
Figure 5 shows results of the comparison of the ratio of HFO rates of each type against 
the surgical outcome in Dataset 3. We found that the ratio between HFO rates in resected 
and non-resected channels was significantly higher in patients with a good outcome (ILAE 
classes 1-3) compared to patients with a poor outcome (ILAE classes 4-6) (median 
[range]: 0.3 [-0.8 – 1] vs. 0.0 [-1 – 0.3], p=0.016, after the Bonferroni-Holm correction).  
When subdividing the analysis by HFO types, results were marginally significant with 
the Bonferroni-Holms correction (p=0.056) and were significant if we did not do the 
Bonferroni-Holm correction, which is how most other studies have been done. The ratio 
between HFO rates in resected and non-resected channels was significantly higher in 
patients with a good outcome than in patients with a poor outcome for type 1 HFOs 
(median [range]: 0.1 [-0.8 – 1] vs. -0.1 [-1 – 0.3], p=0.028), and for type 2 HFOs: 0.4 [-1 – 
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1] vs. 0.0 [-1 – 0.4] (p=0.031). There was thus no difference with respect to outcome 
between type 1 and type 2 HFOs.  
 
4. DISCUSSION 
 
Our classification of HFOs according to their morphology showed that all four HFO 
types reflect epileptogenicity equally well since all types of HFO are highly associated with 
the SOZ. We could also show that the most frequently occurring HFO types (1 and 2) are 
associated with the resected area and the surgical outcome.  
In our fully automatic application on Dataset 3, we found that rates of HFOs were higher 
inside the SOZ, and resection of areas with higher HFO rates predicted good surgical 
outcome. These two results agree with results obtained with the visual marking reported in 
the same dataset (Haegelen et al., 2013).  
 
4.1 Properties of the four HFO types 
 
Type 1 HFOs were by far the most frequent (74% of all HFOs in Dataset 3). Because 
their amplitude and frequency is very regular, we had initially hypothesized that type 1 
HFOs are less specific for epileptogenicity. This hypothesis was not confirmed, since all 
four HFO types predicted outcome equally well. We now consider that type 1 HFOs can 
be found in both pathological as well as physiological conditions, albeit the rate is much 
higher in the epileptogenic zone compared to the normal zone. 
Type 2 HFOs represented 17% of all HFOs. The visual and automatic detection of this 
HFO type is challenging, because its irregular amplitude could be either an effect of 
filtering sharp epileptiform spikes (“false ripple”, (Benar et al., 2010)) or a ripple 
superimposed on a sharp spike (Amiri et al., 2015). We showed that type 1 and type 2 
HFO rates are highly correlated (Figure 3) and reflect epileptogenic activity equally well. 
We speculate that higher rates of the type 2 HFOs in the SOZ and resected area could 
result from high spike rates or from spike sharpness. It was shown in Hufnagel et al. 
(2000) that the shortest spike duration and the maximal spike frequency were highly 
associated with a zone ≤2 cm from the SOZ.  
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HFOs of type 3 and 4 are composed of both a ripple and a fast component resembling 
a FR (Figure 1). FRs in the post resection iEEG were good predictors of recurrent seizures 
(van 't Klooster et al., 2015). The broad frequency and amplitude range of type 4 HFO 
could result from artifacts. Since HFOs of type 3 and 4 only represent 9% of all HFOs, the 
predictive power of HFOs would remain favorable even if we exclude them from the 
analysis. 
 
4.2 Association of HFOs with the SOZ, the resected area and the surgical outcome 
 
All HFO types were strongly associated with the SOZ, even though the rates of type 3 
and type 4 HFO were very low. High correlations between HFO types in SOZ channels 
support the fact that all HFO types carry similar information about epileptogenicity. 
Because of the low rates of HFO type 3 and type 4 we used only type 1 and type 2 HFO 
for the analysis of HFO rates in the resected area. 
All HFOs together, and also type 1 and type 2 HFO separately, were strongly 
associated with the resected area. In extension of the analysis of (Haegelen et al., 2013), 
we found that rates of HFOs of each type were significantly higher in the resected area. 
This is an expected result as the resected area and the SOZ are closely overlapping. 
Good surgical outcome was associated with the resection of channels with high rates of 
HFOs, using all HFOs of all types. This was significant also after applying the Bonferroni-
Holm correction, which places a stricter requirement on statistical significance than most 
other publications on this topic.  
In a separate analysis of type 1 and type 2 HFOs, association of good surgical outcome 
with the resection of channels with high rates of HFOs type 1 and type 2 were marginally 
significant (p=0.056) with the Bonferroni-Holm correction. The separate analysis was 
significant without the Bonferroni-Holm correction, as it is done in most other publications 
on this topic. Given that the smaller number of events maybe the cause of this marginal 
significance, we conclude that there is a good chance that both types are good indicators 
for the epileptogenic zone.  
 
4.3 Automatic detector 
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The automatic detector we presented here has several important features, which 
distinguish it from existing detectors. We used two different frequency ranges in order to 
detect separately ripples and FRs. The aim of our detector was to detect only visually 
marked events and to have the least possible number of false detections. In comparison to 
the MNI detector (Zelmann et al., 2012), which has the best performance among several 
existing detectors, our detector has a slightly lower sensitivity (93% vs. 98%) and lower 
FDR (58% vs. 76%) in dataset 2. 
How does the FDR affect our analysis in dataset 3, where there was no visual marking?  
Some of the “false” HFOs detected may represent pure epileptic spikes. It is true that the 
detector detects events in dataset 3 that may not have been marked by human 
interpreters, but these events are nevertheless classified according to the algorithm into 
the 4 categories and each has therefore the characteristics of one of the 4 HFO types. 
Detected HFOs will fall in type 2 if they have a good chance of resulting from spike 
filtering. Additionally, it has been shown that spikes inside the SOZ are sharper and 
shorter than outside (Hufnagel et al., 2000), which increases this chance. It may therefore 
be that the epileptogenic zone is strongly associated with true HFOs as well as with sharp 
spikes, which appear as “false” HFOs after filtering. 
 
4.4 Other approaches to discriminate physiological and pathological HFOs 
 
The approach we presented here is novel and different from the existing ones (Kerber 
et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013) as it is based exclusively on the morphology of HFOs, and 
not based on relation to spikes or background activity. For more accurate comparison and 
delineation of pathological and physiological HFOs, one should compare rates of different 
HFO types of cortical tissue without epilepsy. 
 
5. CONCUSIONS 
 
All four HFO types are highly associated with the SOZ. The strong correlation between 
type 1 and type 2 HFOs together with their association with the SOZ, resected area and 
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surgical outcome show that both HFO types similarly reflect epileptogenic activity. The 
exclusion of HFO type 3 and 4 has probably no influence on the results, because of their 
low rates and similar association with the SOZ. For clinical application, it may not be 
necessary to separate real HFOs from “false oscillations” produced by the filter effect of 
sharp spikes since type 2 HFOs, which includes most such oscillations, have the same 
association with the epileptogenic zone as the more regular type 1 HFOs. The surgical 
outcome is better when locations with higher HFO rates are included in the resection. This 
standardized analysis relied on a newly developed and fully automated HFO detection 
method. 
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8. LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Representative examples of the four HFO type. 
(A) 0.3 sec epoch of a raw intracranial EEG bipolar channel. (B) High-pass (>80 Hz) 
filtered intracranial EEG of panel A. (C) High-pass (>250 Hz) filtered intracranial EEG of 
panel A. (1 A-C) Example of a type 1 HFO with regular amplitude and frequency. 
(2 A-C) Example of a type 2 HFO at the time of a spike. The irregular amplitude of the 
HFO could be due to a filter effect of the sharp spike. (3 A-C) Example of a type 2 HFO 
occurring independently of a spike. We observe an irregular amplitude HFO with one 
outstanding peak. Note that this peak is similar to that observed in the context of a spike. 
(4 A-C) Example of a type 3 HFO with irregular frequency, with activity in both frequency 
ranges (4B, 4C). (5 A-C) Example of a type 4 HFO, with irregular amplitude and irregular 
frequency. 
 
Figure 2. Comparison of rates of the different HFO types against the SOZ. Boxplots 
illustrating rates of all HFOs in channels inside the seizure onset zone (SOZ, N=248) and 
outside (nonSOZ, N=1107). The rates of all HFOs together and the rates of the HFOs of 
each type were significantly higher inside the SOZ than outside. Rates of type 3 and 4 
HFOs were much lower than those of type 1 and 2 HFOs.The red numbers present the 
number of outliers exceeding the maximum rate of the y-axis. The boxplots in right top 
corner repeat rates of types 3 and 4 HFO on a larger scale. *p≤0.05, **p≤0.001. 
 
Figure 3. Correlation (Spearman’s rho =0.85, p<0.001) between rates of type 1 and type 2 
HFOs (red crosses) across channels inside the SOZ. The high correlation supports the 
fact that type 1 and 2 HFOs carry similar information about epileptogenicity. The black 
dashed line is the linear fit (slope = 2.9). 
 
Figure 4. Comparison of rates of the different HFO types against surgical resection. 
Boxplots illustrating rates of all HFOs and types 1-2 HFO in channels inside the resected 
area (Res, N=347) and outside (nonRes, N=1008). The rates of all HFOs together and the 
rates of the HFOs of each type were significantly higher inside the resected area than 
outside. The red numbers present the number of outliers exceeding the maximum rate of 
the y-axis. *p≤0.05, **p≤0.001. 
 
Figure 5. Comparison of ratio mean rates of the different HFO types against surgical 
outcome. Boxplots illustrating mean ratios of all HFOs and HFOs of types 1-2 in patients 
with good outcome (ILAE 1-3, N=15) and with poor outcome (ILAE 4-6, N=15). The ratio 
between HFO rates (all HFOs together, Type 1 HFO and Type 2 HFO) in resected and 
non-resected channels was significantly higher in patients with a good outcome than in 
patients with a poor outcome. Symbol (*) indicates a statistically significant difference with 
p≤0.05 after the Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple comparisons. Symbol (+) indicates 
a statistically significant difference with p≤0.05 without the Bonferroni-Holm correction. A 
ratio of -1 signifies that all events were in non-resected areas, whereas a ratio of 1 
signifies that all events were in resected areas. Ev event; R mean rate of event; Res 
resected channels; nonRes non-resected channels. 
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Supplementary Material.  
 
Figure S1. Correlation between rates of different HFO types across channels inside the 
SOZ. The black dashed line is the linear fit. We found a high correlation between all HFO 
types. Correlation between type 1 and type 2 HFO – Spearman’s rho=0.85; type 1-3 
rho=0.69; type 1-4 rho=0.55; type 2-3 rho=0.74; type 2-4 rho=0.69; type 3-4 rho=0.84; all 
p<0.001. 
 
Figure S2. Additional representative examples of the four HFO type. 
(A) 0.3 sec epoch of a raw intracranial EEG bipolar channel. (B) High-pass (>80 Hz) 
filtered intracranial EEG of panel A. (C) High-pass (>250 Hz) filtered intracranial EEG of 
panel A. (1 A-C) Example of a type 1 HFO with regular amplitude and frequency. 
(2 A-C) Example of a type 2 HFO at the time of a spike. The irregular amplitude of the 
HFO could be due to a filter effect of the sharp spike. (3 A-C) Example of a type 2 HFO 
occurring independently of a spike. We observe an irregular amplitude HFO with one 
outstanding peak. Note that this peak is similar to that observed in the context of a spike. 
(4 A-C) Example of a type 3 HFO with irregular frequency, with activity in both frequency 
ranges (4B, 4C). (5 A-C) Example of a type 4 HFO, with irregular amplitude and irregular 
frequency. 
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9. TABLES 
 
Dataset N patient N channels Location Reference 
1 20 20 SOZ in mTLE (Frauscher et al., in preparation)  
2 19 373 TLE, ETLE  (Zelmann et al., 2012) 
3 30 1355 29 TLE, 9 ETLE  (Haegelen et al., 2013) 
 
Table 1. Information on the three datasets investigated in this study. SOZ seizure onset 
zone; ETLE extratemporal lobe epilepsy; mTLE mesial temporal lobe epilepsy; TLE 
temporal lobe epilepsy. 
 
 Type 1 HFO Type 2 HFO Type 3 HFO Type 4 HFO 
Type 1 HFO 1 0.85 0.69 0.55 
Type 2 HFO – 1 0.74 0.69 
Type 3 HFO – – 1 0.84 
Type 4 HFO – – – 1 
 
Table 2. Correlation (Spearman’s rho) between rates of the four HFO types across 
channels inside the SOZ. All p<0.001.  
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